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[Jan.O PLEURO-PNEUMONIA.

RESOLUTIONS

Concerning the Extirpation of Pleuro-Pneumonia in the
Several States of the Union.

Whereas, The business of
the states, and shipping to fore

aising, transporting thre
n ports, of cattle, is alnf cattle, is already

one of the most important industries of this country, and a
source pf wealth and profit to the citizens of all portions
of the Union, to the Agricultural States, to the states in
which through lines of railroad run, and to the Seaboard
States, where commerce is greatly increased by the export
of live stock and beef products, and whatever interferes with
such demand in foreign markets, produces a direct and in-
calculable injury to every po ion of the country: ar

Whereas, The disef nown as pleuro-pneumonia, a
1 1 fatal disease, prevails at the
stock in no less than five states
macing the entire middle and

most pestilent, contagious, at
present time among the neat
on the Atlantic seaboard, ix

eastern states, and ultimately the unfenoed stock ranges of
the South and West, where its extermination would he ut-
terly impossible, thereby interfering with the exportation
of cattle, and destroying one of our most valuable industries;
and

WHBBBAS, The state authorities have not sufficient power
to control the inter-communication between different states,
and consequent spread of the disease, or may not he fully
awake to the importance of its utter and entire extermina-
tion ; and

Commontomlth of fttassarhusette.
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Whereas, The Commonwealth of Massachus
mer years, expended many thousands ot dollars in ex-
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Massachusetts, pray thI
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